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Introduction:  Most planetary impact craters seem 

quite circular at first glance, but closer inspection re-

veals a host of structural asymmetries determined to be 

the result of impact at incidences other than vertical. 

These asymmetries are initiated by asymmetries in the 

shock wave generated as a function of impact angle 

[1]. Some of these asymmetric features, such as asym-

metric excavation and ejection velocities [2], may re-

flect asymmetric peak stresses. Other features may de-

pend on shock duration or on the shape of the shock 

profile. Shock wave rise time and strain rate strongly 

affect fragmentation and spallation around the crater. 

Rising stress and radial compression in the shock front 

rapidly carries the target material into tension in the 

circumferential direction, leading to “Grady-Kip” 

fragmentation [3]. Higher peak stresses are followed by 

stronger rarefactions. Faster decompression carries 

material into radial tension more quickly, thereby lead-

ing to finer fragmentation on spallation. Stress profiles 

with steeper compression and decompression phases 

would also affect the thickness of any spall plates gen-

erated by free surface interactions [4].   

Whatever the mechanism, “sharper” stress profiles 

should lead to the production of finer fragmentation.  

Improved knowledge impact-induced shock profile 

shapes will improve our understanding of fragmenta-

tion in both targets and in ejecta. Contrary to early 

studies that linked rise times to explosive yield [5] or 

the time for the shock to traverse the projectile [6], 

analysis of data from nuclear tests shows that rise time 

is strictly a function of peak shock amplitude in a given 

material [7]. Therefore, peak stress asymmetries like 

those measured around oblique impacts [8] should re-

sult in rise time asymmetries as well.   

Experiments: Rise time data was gathered from 

impact experiments were performed at the NASA 

Ames Vertical Gun Range. 6.35-mm (1/4”) and 3.18-

mm (1/8”) aluminum and Pyrex spheres and targets 

were 2024 aluminum alloy blocks. Thin-film piezoe-

lectric or piezoresistive gauges recorded normal stress 

profiles at locations uprange, downrange, or beneath 

the impact point [8]. Substituting the linear shock ve-

locity/particle velocity equation ps SuCU  0  into 

the Hugoniot equation for conservation of mass 

spUu0  gives a quadratic equation solvable for 

particle velocity. 

Rise time measurements. Figure 1 presents a typical 

particle velocity profile. The rising portion of the shock 

shows two distinct segments: an elastic phase where 

particle velocity rises to up ~ 27 m/s – corresponding to 

σ ≈ 0.4 GPa, the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL) of 2024 

aluminum – and a plastic phase where particle velocity 

rises slightly more slowly to the peak particle velocity 

before decaying.  For each profile, the elastic and plas-

tic wave rise times are defined as the time it takes for 

particle velocity to rise from 10% to 90% of the total 

amplitude of that phase.  

 

 
Figure 1: Rise time measurements for the elastic and 

plastic portions of a shock wave.   

Rise-time scaling. Rise times are expected to 

change as the shock waves propagate away from the 

impact point.  Nondimensional scaling relationships 

allow construction of rise time trends from data gener-

ated in impacts with a wide variety of parameters.  Di-

mensional analysis for quantities defined by time are of 

the form 
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ctr  , where in this case t is 

rise time, c is an appropriate wave speed, a is projectile 

diameter, V is impact velocity, r is distance from the 

impact point, and µ is a scaling exponent equal to 

about 0.55 in most nonporous materials [9].  This pre-

dicts that rise time in a propagating stress front in-

creases as r
2.82

.  

Results: Figure 2 plots plastic and elastic rise times 

against peak particle velocity for the uprange, down-

range, and subimpact sensor positions. Between up=15 

m/s and up=100 m/s, rise times for both elastic and 
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plastic waves in the sub-impact direction decrease as 

t~up
-0.56

, and decrease as t~up
-0.62

 in the uprange direc-

tion. Downrange rise times plot with those for the sub-

impact direction, while uprange points are offset to 

longer rise times by a factor of 2 or 3. At peak particle 

velocities of less than 10 m/s both sub-impact and up-

range rise times are roughly constant, with uprange 

(near surface) rise times significantly longer than sub-

impact. Downrange rise times in this range are faster 

than uprange, with several near the sub-impact trend. 

Above up=100 m/s, rise times approach the trend ob-

served in plate impacts by Swegle and Grady [10]. 

Figure 3 plots scaled rise times 
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, where c0 is bulk 

sound speed of the target and θ is impact angle. Rise 

times for 90, 60, and 45 degrees are closely grouped, 

regardless of angle sensor position, though plastic 

wave rise times in the downrange direction are shorter 

than even sub-impact rise times in a few cases.  Rise 

times increase with distance from the impact point. For 

30- and 15-degree impacts, rise times both uprange and 

downrange increase as t~(r/a)
1
. However, uprange rise 

times are consistently longer than downrange times, by 

about a factor of 2.  Sub-impact rise times become 

roughly constant at scaled ranges greater than 6.   

Discussion: While rise times do appear to be a 

function of peak particle velocity, variations can occur 

at different locations in the target. In the elastic range, 

uprange near-surface rise times are significantly longer 

than sub-impact rise times, likely due to shock wave 

interactions with the free surface of the target. Howev-

er, rise times downrange of oblique impacts are compa-

rable to sub-impact rise times due to the directed nature 

of the shock pulse. Uprange rise times from oblique 

impacts are greater than in other directions well into 

the elastic-plastic regime. In the elastic-plastic regime, 

rise times do not decrease nearly as quickly with in-

creasing particle velocity as in plate impacts, consistent 

with a different dislocation propagation mechanism at 

these lower stresses [11]. Rise time growth with range 

does not appear to match the rate expected from di-

mensional analysis, but is roughly linear for oblique 

impacts at these ranges. Uprange rise times are signifi-

cantly longer at all ranges sampled. This reveals anoth-

er fundamental asymmetry asymmetry of oblique im-

pacts with significance for impact-initiated fracture 

patterns [1].  
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Figure 2: Relationship between rise time and peak 

particle velocity. Color indicates sensor position; sub-

impact (blue), downrange (red), or uprange (green). 

Fill denotes wave type; plastic (open) or elastic (half-

filled). Shape indicates impact angle as in legend. 

Dashed trends are approximate. Plate impact data were 

calculated from Swegle and Grady [10]. 

 

 
Figure 3: Evolution of rise time with distance from the 

impact point (range).  Symbols are as in Figure 2. Up-

range and downrange trends are fit to elastic and plas-

tic rise times from 30- and 15-degree impacts. 
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